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For more books visit or place. admin From the author of #1 New York Times bestseller, World War Z, The Zombie Survival Guide is your key to survival against hordes of undead who may be stalking you right now. Fully illustrated and exhaustively comprehensive, this book covers everything you need to
know, including how to understand zombie physiology and behavior, the most effective defense tactics and weapons, ways to equip your home for a long siege, and how to survive and adapt in any territory or terrain. Top 10 lessons to survive a Zombie Attack 1. Organize before they get up! 2. They feel
no fear, why should you?3. Use your head: cut off their.4. Blades don't have to reload.5. Ideal protection = tight clothes, short hair.6. Up the stairs, then destroy it. 7. Get out of the car, get on to the bike.8. Keep moving, keep low, shut up, keep alert!9. No place is safe, just safer. 10. The zombie may be
gone, but the threat lives on. Don't be carefree and stupid with your most valuable asset life. This book is your key to survival against hordes of undead who can haunt you right now without you even knowing about it. Zombie Survival Guide offers complete protection through reliable, proven tips to protect
yourself and your loved ones from the living dead. It's a book that can save your life. From the author of #1 New York Times bestseller, World War Z, The Zombie Survival Guide is your key to survival against hordes of undead who may be stalking you right now. Fully illustrated and exhaustively
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Top 10 lessons to survive a Zombie Attack 1. Organize before they get up! 2. They feel no fear, why should you?3. Use your head: cut off their.4. Blades don't have to reload.5. Ideal protection = tight clothes, short hair.6. Up the stairs, then destroy it. 7. Get out of the car, get on to the bike.8. Keep moving,
keep low, shut up, keep alert!9. No place is safe, just safer. 10. The zombie may be gone, but the threat lives on. Don't be carefree and stupid with your most valuable asset life. This book is your key to survival against hordes of undead who can haunt you right now without you even knowing about it.
Zombie Survival Guide offers complete protection through reliable, proven tips to protect yourself and your loved ones from the living dead. It's a book that can save your life. Average customer rating Total 4 out of 5 stars 4.2 of 5.0 5 Stars 1,145 4 Stars 506 3 Stars 324 2 Stars 111 1 Stars 60 Performance
4.5 of 5 stars 4.3 of 5.0 5 Stars 921 4 Stars 348 3 Stars 208 2 Stars 58 1 Stars 21 Story 4 of 5 stars 4.2 of 5.0 5 Stars 848 4 Stars 332 3 Stars 254 2 Stars 78 1 Stars 51 All stars 5 star only 4 star only 4 star only 3 star only 2 star only 1 star only this is a pretty good book to listen to you if you want some
fictional info-tainment on zombies. The content is humorous, but it still inspires a sense of panic and terror if something like this were to actually happen. The first hour was lackluster, when it describes the origin and physiology of zombies. However, it takes surprisingly fast when it comes to the section on
weapons, defense, terrain, etc... Although it is meant to be purely fictitious, the ideas presented can still be used in other massive disaster scenarios. The information is still useful even though it is centered around a zombie outbreak. I would definitely recommend this if you liked World War Z. In addition, a
good half of the book is similar to World War Z, because it tells stories of survivors, but not so poignant and with as much detail as said book. It is made in a historical drama, after zombie outbreaks from 50,000 f.Kr., ancient Rome, imperial China, all the way to the present, and how people in these times
and places thought about zombies and how they fought them. It is ripe with intelligent, but fictitious, tips and strategies. No one could have just written this book. I really liked it. Written much like a survival guide, this book provides instruction for eveything from a Zombie attack Zombie's underwater, the
best way to stop a one and how to avoid Zombie's altogether. I listened to this book on a very device at night, I found myself really listening as if a Zombie would try to attack me at a rest stop! Never lose its seriousness, this book is an odd one. I liked it and still thinking about Zombie's showing up on the
beach. I'm a big of any zombie/zombie survival, so I really enjoyed the content of the book, but the whole 'guide' genre isn't really suitable for audiobook formats. Skip this and get World War Z by Max Brooks instead. 8 plus hours of contradictory, repetitive, mind numbing babble. Seriously, don't waste the
credit here folks. That's the way it is. just stupid and boooorrriing Want to know how to defend against radioactive zombies? This book covers that scenario. Want to know how to fight zombies underwater? This book covers it too. Do you want to know how to survive years, possibly decades, during the
reign of the living dead? Once again, Max Brooks has your back. Everything you can ever ask about zombies and the approaching zombie apocalypse can be found in this, surprisingly scientific, survival manual. Also, Mark Cashman does a fantastic job telling you which is something considering that he
basically reads a really bizarre textbook. I really liked this, but I would recommend listening to it in small bursts to let it sink in more easily. Definitely worth an Audible credit and can save your life one day... Recommended! The book is a laugh and was told well. But this is one I think works best as a book



and not so much as a sound beer. Still enjoyed it though. Lots of fun; I'm sure the skills I learned to listen to this book will server me well, when the inevitable Zombie war comes about the narrator wasn't that great. He wasn't terrible but there wasn't much life or variety in his voice and there seemed to be
something off the pitch. Granted this is what it says it is a manual, sure to survive a hypothetical and completely fictional zombie apocalypse but the narrator is still quite dry. Yet if you are a zombie its right up your ally and I highly recommend it. Simply put, loved it. But what is there not to love about
Zombies? Good for a long commute. This audiobook has a phenomenal cast and overall performance. It is definitely the best adaptation of the novel. You want more? Advanced embedding details, examples and help! © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its subsidiaries
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